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contrast, the Swahili lexicon shows massive borrowing from Arabic and

more recently from English. In additiony as the traditional medium of

communication between the Indian Ocean commercial network atnd the

Bantu interior, it has accepted words and concepts from numerous other

languages, both Bantu and foreign, e.g. Portuguese (in the sixteenth

century), Persian and Hindi. Among traditional Swahili contmunit^s,

words originating in Arabic often maintain some features of theit' Arabic

pronunciation, e.g. baxt(i) 'luck' with a consonant cluster and the foreign

phoneme /x/. However, as Swahili has spread to non-Arabicised Bantu

peoples and everyday usage in traditional Swahili commtWilies,' oerVam

Bantu processes of nativisaifeion have taken place, e.g. bahati with typical

Bantu syllable structure and nativisation of /x/ > /h/. In both the standard

language and the traditional dialects the Arabic interdentalfricatives haVe

been adopted, e.g. rf/zdW/ *think', theUthini'*iK}xXY. A^ new urban

Swahili communities such as Dar es Salaam in Tanzania, tji^^e intprdfotals

are non-standardly replaced by post-aiveolars, e.g. zani,^sdasini. Th^
phonological nativisation process f0r loanworlds^ from languages allowing

word-final consonants consists of using the iwc^lic quality pf tfttf final

consonant as the nucleus of a final syllable, c,g,yibu 'answef< Arabic //fc^r

-skwizi 'hug romantically' < English s^j-^eez^, 5fflre/i€ 'relax' < Arabic

'Starih. An interesting detail concerning loan verbs is that they do not take

the modal suffixes. Thus, the subjunctive and indicative are distinguished

only by the presence or absence of a tense prefix, i.e. a-0v/6w/j|;^<5)iaitM

answer' must be subjunctive because there is no tense prefix on. tjhe yerb^

Bantuisation of loan nouns occurs where the Iqan is analy^i^ipo aclasis

prefix -I- stem, thus/c/'-icfew, p\.vi'tubu'hoo\C: <Arabic/cfffl.•6.1^ tendency

to metanalyse also occurs within Bantu words when possibleyieigi 'c^wpa

'bottle' < *ne-^&pd is metanalysediit the newer urban Swahili^OiiniiJiunities

as ch'upa, pi. vy-upa, by analdgy iXffth fclass 7/8 nouns, e.g. cA;ii^ Hrpn' <
*ke'dmay pi. vy-uma. This tendency is not seen in ^^r;th€^^ jSw^^

communities where the reflex jf'wpa i^ unmistakably class 9, ^l^fupa (class

10).

A fuller understanding of the impact of otKbt langu^ges^.^tfcularly

Arabic through continual contact for a 'rtiill6tinium', awiilfL furtlier

examination of the semantics and rhetorical patterns of Swahili and other

Bantu languages. Beside the cultural influence of Arabic reflected in

Swahili's vocabulary, the use of Arabic adverbials and conjunctions is

striking, e.g. lakini 'but, however', aulama 'or', halafu 'then', baada 'after'.

As rhetorical style is expressed in art, Swahili poetry has adopted numerous

Arabic metres and the use of vocalic rhyme. Vocalic rhyme is unknown in

traditional Bantu verse (in contradistinction to tonal rhyme), but Swahili has

used the identity of word-final syllables to create a tradition of rhyme

schemes far more intricate than in the Arabic source, e.g. the regular form of

the Swahili quatrain (four-line stanza) has the rhyme scheme ab/ab/ab/bc.
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which repeats SkS de/^e/de/ee. Note that only the toal rhymes of each stanza

are related. This t^pjcal pattern of stanza rteyme suggests the r^ftaii pattern

of a repeated coda li|ne, marking the end of each stanza, commonly us^ in

Bantu and West Africpi song and often in Sw^hili song m p§ll This

blending of Bantu £^nd non-Bantu traditions is suggestive of more piosaic

adaptations of non-$antu rhetorical patterns which remain to be described

in Swahili.
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